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IS FASHION AS SILLY AS IT LOOKS? 

One thing I do understand about fashion is that it’s expensive. If you’re fashionable woman, 

of course, it costs you more and it’s harder work - hair or skirts have to be longer or shorter, for 

example, for some reason men don’t have the problem of shorter trousers one year and longer ones 

the next. 

But is fashion really silly as it seems? Cathy Elson is a fashion designer and illustrator who 

has taught fashion design; I asked her what she thought. Cathy agrees that fashion makes us want 

things we don’t need: “the fashion industry certainly encourages us to want more than we need, which 

is one aspect of the industry that is very disturbing but this doesn’t mean that fashion is silly. 

For a start, the fashion industry is one of the world’s biggest industries, providing work for 

millions of people.” Cathy also believes that clothes help us to say what kind of people we are and 

they make the world interesting. People enjoy this and that’s a good thing. 
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VOCABULARY: The words or expressions in the table are the synonyms of some words or 

expressions in the text. As you read the text again fînd out these words and write them down like in 

the example 6 providing. The lines number may help you. (3points) 

 
 

DEFINITIONSOR SYNONYMS LINES WORDS 

1 - The popular way of dressing line 1  

2- To be in fashion line 1  

3- Foolish, not sensible line 5  

4- A drawer of style line 5  

5- Worrying, or making anxious line 8  

6- Giving, supplying line 9 providing 

7- Find pleasure in line 11  
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COMPREHENSION: Read the text once more and say if the following sentences are true (T) or 
false (F). Then justiiy your answers with the lines numbers from the text. (5points) 

1- Fashion is cheaper than all 

2- Fashion takes more time 

3- For Cathy, with fashion, we do what is necessary 

4- Thanks to fashion products, people have many jobs 

5- For Cathy, fashion is our personal expression towards the world 

PART TWO: LANGUAGEIN USE 

ACTIVITY1: The statements below are about cosmetics read it and then give advice, using should/ 

shouldn’t or ought to /ought not to (3points) 

1- My skin is fading out 

you should /ought to stop using cosmetics 

2- I have skin disease: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- Karine bleaches her skin to be more and more attractive: 

.……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- Fondi has got pimples and spots on her face: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

ACTIVITY2: read the statements below and fill the gaps with in order to/ so that/ and for (3points) 

We keep our city clean .....................................be healthy 

short girls put on high heeled shoes ........................................ they can feel tall 

he has bought a newspaper .......................  .  ...................... reading 

she was wearing a wig .. .for.... The fashion show 

PART THREE: WRITING (^points) 

Task 

As a member of your school English club you are asked to write au article about the danger of 

cosmetics on the skin and give some advices to girls who like bleaching their skins. (12 lines 

maximum,) 

These ideas may help you 

- Mention the reasons why the girls use bleaching cosmetics. 

- Mention the consequences of bleaching cosmetics on the skin. 

- Propose some solutions to stop this practice 

 
 
 

 


